To assess model 'fit' for flood frequency studies, the annual maximum flow sample is often plotted alongside the frequency curve in an extreme value plot. The comparison is ill advised because a value is speculatively assigned for each rank, in the form of a frequency (the plotting positions); in which case a model of the frequencies is being used to assess a frequency model. The modelled and observed, with attributed plotting positions, are incommensurable. The proposed method in this paper does not attempt to provide a frequency attributed to the ranks and instead attributes ranks to the model under investigation. If the model is used to simulate thousands of samples of the same size as the observed, a distribution of possible peak flow values for each rank can be obtained.
INTRODUCTION
In flood frequency studies, the frequency plot or the extreme value plot, as it is also known (henceforth named the EV plot), is ubiquitous. It is recommended in the Flood Estimation Handbook (FEH; Robson & Reed ) , and no update since has suggested a diversion from its use. However, in the author's experience of many industrybased studies, the EV plot appears to have little to no provided in the third section. Firstly, a summary of the EV plot, plotting positions and the inherent problems is provided, but not before a note about the data used in the study.
Data
For the examples, the recorded data used in this study is from the UK's National River Flow Archive (NRFA):
NRFA peak flow datasetversion 7. The CS data is from a study undertaken by Jeremy Benn Associates on behalf of the Environment Agency and is discussed in more detail for the relevant example. All the data analysis and associated plotting were undertaken using base 'R' (R Core Team ).
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE EV PLOT
To judge the accuracy of a model, it is necessary to consider its accuracy in terms of its agreement with the data used to estimate its parameters or its agreement with a sample of data from the population it is attempting to model (often one and the same). A visual comparison can quickly highlight any significant lack of agreement, and this is the primary purpose of the EV plot. The EV plot, or any plot of ordered data using plotting positions, aims to inspect the distribution of the ordered data. The plotting positions provide an estimate of the cumulative frequency for the ith term (Gringorten ) , in which case the plot has frequency on the abscissa and magnitude on the ordinate. Commonly, the frequency scale is further adjusted as a reduced variate, which has the benefit of providing a more linear plot and putting more emphasis on the rarer events. It also has the benefit of illustrating whether the distribution being plotted is bounded above or not (Robson & Reed ) . However, the reduced variate has the disadvantage of relatively meaningless labels on the abscissa, requiring the plot of an additional horizontal axis to provide a more meaningful measure of frequency. For example, where T is return period, Robson & Reed () suggest a logistic reduced variate y l ¼ ln(T À 1), which provides a range of À4 to 4 over the return periods from 1.0183 to 55 (approximately).
The secondary axis then plots the return periods at the relevant location of ln(T À 1). In UK flood frequency analysis, the Gringorten formula is generally recommended (Shaw ; Robson & Reed ) and provides the following frequencies, from which T, in the reduced variate scale, is derived:
where n is the sample size. This plotting position was outlined by Gringorten () for use with the double exponential distribution, otherwise known as the Gumbel distribution or extreme value type 1 distribution. This secondary axis provides clarity above the reduced variate alone. In practice, it is not of particular use for determining discharge for a given return period, or vice versa; where tabulated results are preferable if precision is required.
The commonly used software used to undertake the FEH statistical methods is WINFAP (Wallingford Hydro Solutions), and it generates the EV plot using the method outlined by Robson & Reed () . Figure 1 shows an example for NRFA site 39001, formatted in a similar way to the WINFAP-generated plots.
Plotting positions
As noted, to determine the frequency for the abscissa, plotting positions are required and provide frequency as a is intended to mark the end of the century-long controversial discussion on the plotting positions'. In that paper, it is argued that the distribution-free Weibull formula is used, as suggested by Gumbel ():
The justification for a distribution-free plotting position, such as Equation (2), is simple enough; the plotting position should not be considered an estimate itself and therefore should be chosen independently of distribution. The proposal in this paper takes this justification a step further and to a logical conclusion; no estimated frequencies-no plotting positions. The Weibull formula is independent of the distribution being considered but is still an estimate of the ith ordered frequency. With a large enough sample, the Weibull formula should, as Makkonen () argues, provide the probability of non-exceedance of the ith value in n-ranked events. However, Cunnane (), who provides a review of 'unbiased' plotting positions, shows that the Weibull is biased for all but the uniform distribution. As noted, in the same paper, the unbiased plotting positions are the mean of the ith order statistic from the reduced variate sampling distribution, which differs from distribution to distribution.
Therefore, a single choice of plotting position will have varying levels of bias across the range of distributions. To test, empirically, for the bias of a plotting position for the ith flow in an ordered sample, the following procedure can be undertaken:
1. Using the quantile function of the distribution being considered, simulate and order 10,000 samples of size n. Table 1 shows the results for sample sizes 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200.
As can be seen in 
ER PLOT EXAMPLE FOR NRFA SITE 39056
The ER plot could be used for any frequency model;
in this case as an example, flood frequency analysis was undertaken for site 39056 in the NRFA data set using the FEH pooling model (Kjeldsen et al. ) .
Firstly, a brief summary of the FEH pooling approach is outlined.
For a sequence of daily peak flows (x1, x2 ……., x365), there exists:
which is the annual maximum peak flow. A sample of Q from a gauged record is the annual maximum sequence (AMAX) for which a probability distribution can be assumed. If x is flood magnitude, then the probability that an annual maximum equals or exceeds x is:
The reciprocal of Equation (4) is the return period (T ).
The FEH default recommendation for distribution to model the AMAX is the generalised logistic distribution (GLO), for which flow as a function of T is:
where μ, α and k are location, scale and shape parameters of the GLO distribution, respectively, and can be estimated by the method of L-moments (Hosking & Wallis ) .
Where there is insufficient gauged flow data to estimate the parameters at the site of interest, the FEH recommends regional flood frequency analysis, using an index flood procedure, specifically utilising the L-moment method. The region (or pooled group) is a set of gauged sites with catchment descriptors that are deemed sufficiently similar to those of the site of interest, measured by a similarity distance measure (SDM). The assumption is that sites in the pooling group have the same underlying AMAX distribution, except for a scaling factor (the index flood). The quantile function using the index flood procedure is: The term between the squared brackets is a dimensionless growth factor (q(T )) and is the pooled growth curve.
The index flood (μ) is the median annual maximum flow (QMED) and is used as the location parameter. The β and k parameters used to form the dimensionless growth curve are estimated using L-moment ratios, LCV (t 2 ) and LSkew (t 3 ), where k ¼ Àt 3 and
A weighted average of L-moment ratios from the pooling group is used for the final estimation of the dimen- Kjeldsen ().
The example site 39056 is on the River Ravensbourne at Catford and is summarised with catchment descriptors in Table 3 and with the annual maximum sample in Figure 4 . Table 4 shows the pooling group, and resulting weighted mean LCV (linear coefficient of variation) and LSkew (L-moment 3 divided by L-moment 2) (Hosking & Wallis ) are summarised in Table 5 . Table 5 shows the resulting L-moment ratios from the gauged data, the weighted ratios from the as rural pooled group and the ratios after an urban adjustment.
Using the resulting LCV and LSkew, the parameters of the chosen distribution can be determined to simulate multiple samples the same size as observed. In the pooling case, an estimate of QMED is multiplied by the growth factor to form the quantile function. For this example, the GLO was used as outlined in the FEH summary (Equation (7)). 
Using Equation (9), 10,000 times n years of AMAX (43) were simulated, split into 10,000 samples of size n and ordered. This provided a distribution of 10,000 flow estimates for each rank. The 0.025th, 0.5th and 0.975th nonparametric quantiles for each rank were determined using quantile definition seven outlined by Hyndman & Fan (), which is the default function in commonly used statistical software packages. These were then plotted alongside the ordered observed data. Figure 5 is the resulting ER plot.
As site 39056 has an URBEXT2000 value of 0.3429, the site is considered as heavily urbanised. Packman () suggested that urbanisation would impact the scale of the distribution (and therefore the LCV), which was supported by the findings of Kjeldsen (). This may account for the significant difference in the pooled as rural LCV and the observed. With the urban adjustment suggested by Kjeldsen () , the LCV and LSkew become 0.228 and 0.211, respectively (as shown in Table 5 ). This provides the urban-adjusted version of the ER plot in Figure 6 . Figure 7 provides the same but is zoomed out to show the full extent of the 95% intervals, and Figure 8 provides, for comparison, the EV plot with urban adjustment for the same site.
As can be seen from the ER plot and the EV plot, the ungauged pooled estimate does not appear to fit the observed distribution well and is marginally improved by the urban adjustment. As a final comparison between the ER plot and EV plot, Figure 9 provides both with parameters estimated from the at site AMAX sample, for the longest record in the NRFA dataset; site 39001.
Hypothesis testing
The ER For the purposes of this paper, setting an arbitrary alpha level (significance level) was not considered necessary.
In the case of site 39056, the LCV and LSkew are 0.124 and 0.115, respectively. Table 6 and Figure 10 show the distributions of LCVs and LSkews from the simulated samples using the urbanadjusted LCV and LSkew in Table 5 .
Using the simulated statistics, p-values can be determined and provide the probability of observing the statistics if the observed AMAX did originate from the estimated distribution. Taking the ratio of simulated statistics above that of the observed to the total number of simulated statistics:
where S is the descriptive statistic under consideration, N Ssim is the number of statistics derived from the simulated data and S obs is the statistic from the observed sample.
The pooling with an urban adjustment model for site 39056 provides an LCV less than the minimum simulated, suggesting a p-value <1 × 10 À4 . That is, there is less than a 0.0001 probability (<1 in 10,000) of observing the AMAX sample if it did originate from the modelled distribution. This provides strong evidence for the rejection of the null hypothesis (H 0 ). In which case, there are one of two conclusions, either the flow gauging is in error or the modelled frequencies are not adequate. Either way, more work is needed, such as a check of the gauging and further consideration for the frequency analysis. In the case of site 39056, the author reviewed a flood frequency analysis report, which accepted the FEH pooling model on the grounds that the plotting positions were not representative of the observed AMAX frequencies.
The associated river levels attributed to the estimated flood frequencies were being used to justify and design a flood alleviation scheme. Therefore, due to a single plotting method or at least uncertainty about the adequacy of the plotting method, inadequate or unnecessary schemes could be developed. Without the plotting positions and with use of the ER plot and associated hypothesis test, a reconsideration of the gauged data and the frequency estimation would have been a more likely outcome.
It is notable that this test statistic approach shares similarities with the goodness-of-fit (GOF) measure outlined by The ratio of the median to the mean of the data is considered to be a good compromise as a skew statisticthe median mean ratio (MMR). When there is a right skew, the MMR is positive, and when there is a left skew, the MMR is negative. If q is quantile, then:
Use with CS and comparing CS with FEH As detailed in the FEH summary, future flood events are estimated, using a probability function, as the probability only events where at least one of the PDMs produced a flow above QMED were routed through to create the combined simulated flow for the catchment, which provided a total AMAX of 4080. Figure 11 provides summary plots of the AMAX sample at site 40012.
The ER plot in Figure 12 is the result of the resampling (size 1,000n) approach used with the 4,080 peaks from the JBA study. flows. For the necessary resampling (size 1,000n), this 5,000
was truncated at the 4,080th ranked flow. Figure 13 shows the ER plot with both the CS model and the GLO model included for comparison.
Equation (11) The 10,000 simulated samples were used to derive a distribution of statistics for comparison with the observed statistics for hypothesis testing. Where the observed data was not used to derive the LCV and LSkew for the model, these were used for the hypothesis test and associated p-values were determined to provide the probability of observing the data, had it originated from the modelled distribution.
An example was also provided for a CS study, the results of which were compared to the results of fitting a GLO directly to the AMAX data. In this latter case, the observed data had been used directly as an estimate of the LCV and LSkew for the model. Therefore, the MMR was used as a measure of skew for hypothesis testing. Due to the finite size of the simulation in the CS approach, resampling was used to build the distribution of flows for each rank (1,000 per rank). For comparison of the CS model with the GLO, the GLO was first used to simulate the same finite sample size as produced by the CS and then resampled in the same way.
The plot and the hypothesis testing made possible by the associated simulations are considered to be useful tools for flood frequency model validation. It is recommended that the ER plot, along with the associated quantification of model fit and model comparison, be adopted for flood frequency studies. It is also recommended that further work is undertaken to determine the most useful statistic for use in the hypothesis testing and comparing of models. It is envisaged that 'most useful' in this case would be a statistic that has the greatest impact on the modelled events of interest.
